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Contact Mgmt with MasterKube
Objective:
MasterKube is a patented innovative platform (derived from process calculi), targeted at
enterprises that have a need to build agile, custom, near real time, and collaboration
software for their competitive advantage. It will improve enterprise software
development productivity (50 percent faster) with a simple and better end user
experience. It is a simple and cost effective tool which encompasses reports, workflow
and integration.
So what makes this platform unique? It is the new point of view of enterprise software.
Right now software is built by building programs which transforms input to output. This
has inherent problem that when enterprise changes these transformations have to
change. This considerably increases TCO of software. Contrast with what happened to
storage in 70’s. Then storage moved away from hierarchical to relational, but the
programs remained hierarchical. With MasterKube the same thing is happening to
programs, Programs are becoming relational.
With MasterKube, purpose of the language is to specify definition of actions that need to
be observed and in what sequence these actions need to become observable. The
order in which these actions present themselves for observation and interaction can be
configured in MasterKube. This significantly reduces the effort required.
.
With the objective of learning by doing, the onward sections show how the language is
applied to create a simple mobile Contact application. This document first explains the
use case of the contact sytem and then in detail how these behavior is sequenced in
MasterKube and ending with how this behavior is exposed on a mobile client (in this
case Sencha Touch).
A point to note is that the current user interface implementation is Sencha touch, but
due to the unique REST approach, there is no tight coupling between the user interface
and MasterKube server. A new UI client can easily be plugged in with minimum work.
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Contact Manager usecase.
The usecase of the contact manager is shown below.
The contact manager will have the facility to add, delete, and edit contacts.
When the contact manager is opened, it will list a list of all contacts available. The
different paths available from this screen are as follows:





This screen also will have a button to add a new contact. On pressing
Add, it shows an add screen. This screen shows a form to enter first
name, last name, mobile number and email contact. This form shows an
option to Save.
On selecting an entry. A form is shown from which the contact can be
edited or Deleted.
On pressing Delete button the contact is removed and on pressing save
the changes are added.
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Steps to create Contact Process - MasterKube.
Check list
To write your first process you will need the following.
a) MasterKube system loaded on the tomcat and mysql as the data base.
b) Text Editor (In this example we will use notepad as the way to edit text. )
c) Internet Browser
These three items are all you will need to write processes.

Requirements- Identifying all interactions.
The different actions that makes up this system are all identified from the use case. The
different interactions and their behavior is first captured. So in this case there are 3
different interactions they are as follows.
Table 1

View

Label
First Name
Last Name
Mobile Number
Email Id
Table 2

Edit

Label
First Name
Last Name
Mobile Number
Email Id
Table 3

Data Type
String
String
String
String

Data Type
String
String
String
String

Add

Label
First Name

Data Type
String
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Last Name
Mobile Number
Email Id

String
String
String

The Delete button has no inputs to go with it.

Requirements- Identify all interaction Sequences .
From the use case identify all the sequences in which the interactions are sequenced.
So in this case. The first interaction is Add then followed by a choice of either Edit or
Delete. On interacting with add a new contact is created and then both edit and delete
are presented. On edit the entered data is accepted and it is then presented back. On
delete no further interactions are presented, so the contact is removed.

Solution - Describe all the elements in Masterkube
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<elements>
<element><elementname>firstname</elementname><type>string</type></element>
<element><elementname>lastname</elementname><type>string</type></element>
<element><elementname>mobilenumber</elementname><type>string</type></element>
<element><elementname>emailid</elementname><type>string</type></element>
</elements>

Save this in a file named as elements.xml (any name can be assigned)

Solution - Describe Interactions in Masterkube
The different actions are defined. The action name is defined and also what elements
are carried when interaction happens on this action.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Actions>
<Action><Element>FirstName</Element><Element>LastName</Element><Element>MobileNumber</Element><Element>EmailId</
Element> <ActionName>View</ActionName></Action>
<Action><Element>FirstName</Element><Element>LastName</Element><Element>MobileNumber</Element><Element>EmailId</
Element> <ActionName>Edit</ActionName></Action>
<Action><Element>FirstName</Element><Element>LastName</Element><Element>MobileNumber</Element><Element>EmailId</
Element> <ActionName>Add</ActionName></Action>
</Actions>
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Let us save this file as Actions.XML

Solution - Describe Interaction Sequences in Masterkube
Agents define the behavior. This is the masterkube code. There are very few operators.
They are TELL or ASK operator which makes an action visible. The signal operations
can be organized into a pattern of behavior, this is accomplished by configuration
operators. The different configuration operators are Sequence, Compose and Choice.
When two signals are in a Sequence, using sequence operator, then only after an
signal (made by using TELL/ASK operator) is interacted the next signal is exposed.
When two signals are in a choice, using choice operator, then only one signal can be
interacted with. When one signal is interacted, the other interaction in choice
disappears. When two signals are in a compose, using compose operator, then both
signals are exposed at the same time. These signals can be composed into reusable
components called agent. An agent can be called recursively.
In this example there are three agents. The different agents are AddContactAgent,
ContactAgent and EditContactAgent. The AddContactAgent, gives the capability to add
a contact. The ContactAgent is responsible for managing contacts. This agent gets the
help of EditContactAgent recursively to get persistent behavior.
Add Contact Agent
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Agent>
<AgentName>AddContactAgent</AgentName>
<Sequence>
<!---- Triggers the contact agent when add action is pressed -->
<AgentCommand> <AgentName>ContactAgent</AgentName>
<Ask><action><actionName>Add</actionName></action></Ask>
</AgentCommand>
<!---- Because this agent is in a sequence operation.
same agent is called recursively -->

<AgentCommand> <AgentName>AddContactAgent</AgentName>
</AgentCommand>
</Sequence>
</Agent>

The above agent AddContactAgent is calling itself recursively to give persistent
behavior. The first action is to show the add behavior. On interacting with ADD, it
activates the Contact agent to show all behavours in it and also triggers the
AddContactAgent ready to add more contacts.
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Contact Agent

The contact agent has the whole context of the contact. The parameters entered in ADD
is passed to this and it creates a new instance. Then it gets the help of
EditContactAgent to exhibit all behaviours.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Agent>
<AgentName>ContactAgent</AgentName>
<ProcessName>Contacts</ProcessName>
<AvatarName>LastName</AvatarName>
<Element>FirstName</Element>
<Element>LastName</Element>
<Element>MobileNumber</Element>
<Element>EmailId</Element>
<Compose>
<AgentCommand>
<AgentName>EditContactAgent</AgentName>
</AgentCommand>
</Compose>

</Agent>

EditContactAgent

On handing it over to the Edit Contact agent the further behaviors are exposed.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><Agent>
<Compose>
<!---- Two choices are presented. One is to Edit and the other is to Delete-->
<Choice>
<ChoiceOption>
<Ask><action><actionName>Edit</actionName></action></Ask>
<OptionAction>
<Compose>
<!---- When edit is interacted with the same agent
is repeated to show persistence-->
<AgentCommand>
<AgentName>EditContactAgent</AgentName> </AgentCommand>
</Compose>
</OptionAction>
</ChoiceOption>
<ChoiceOption>
<Ask><action><actionName>Delete</actionName></action></Ask>
<OptionAction>
<!---When
delete
is
interacted
with no further observations are exposed
.
so this contact dissapears. -->
</OptionAction>
</ChoiceOption>
</Choice>
</Compose>

</Agent>
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The editContactAgent provides a choice to the observer that is interacting with it. Either
the observer can choose to edit or he can choose to interact on delete. On interacting
with edit interaction the entered values are communicated to this agent and the same
agent is applied recursively to show persistent behavior. On interacting with the delete,
no agents are repeated so this contact instance disappears.
UserProcess

Now the agent has to be applied to a user. This is done using the user process. So
when a user is created it automatically has this contact creation capability.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Process>
<Compose>
<AgentCommand>
<AgentName>AddContactAgent</AgentName>
</AgentCommand>
</Compose>
<ProcessName>User</ProcessName>
<ProcessFormatType>format8</ProcessFormatType>
</Process>

Upload these interactions and interaction sequences into MasterKube
platform
Once these source code is created. It needs to be uploaded to the process repository.
This is done by the following steps:
a) The first step is to Upload the agent, actions, elements and process file to
MasterKube platform.
The Agent source file and Process Source file needs to be uploaded to
MasterKube using the console. This ensures that the source is ready to
run.
b) Activate the agent for a user.
Sign on with admin user and create a user. When this new user is signed
on, you should see Button with the letters “Add” appears on the screen.
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Load source to MasterKube

a) Bring up the sign on screen of MasterKube, by going to link
http://localhost:8080/MasterKube-Application/Console/console.html. Sign on as Admin.

This will work only if MasterKube is located in the local machine. Change
“localhost” to your ip address if it is different.
b) You will land on the console. It will look like the screen below.

c) Press the “load agent (file)” hyper link and upload the agent source
(EditContactAgent.xml) file. Similar screens are available for elements and
actions.

You will get a message “The Agent repository (EditContactAgent.xml) is
Replaced successfully.” Or “The Agent repository (EditContactAgent.xml)) is
loaded successfully.” If there are many files, multiple select is available.
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d) Press the Load Process in console to get the screen below. Then upload the file
UserProcess.xml .

You will get a message “The Process repository (UserProcess.xml) is Replaced
successfully.” Or “The Process repository (UserProcess.xml)) is loaded
successfully.”

Experience the behavior in console
Once these agents are uploaded to the system it is ready to be used in console. The
different experiences when it is used in the console are given below.
Add Contact

When a user is selected it shows all actions for that user. So in this case the Add
contact is shown here. This screen is automatically generated from the actions and
agents we uploaded. Each agent is shown as a button on the tree.

Once add is selected, it shows this and on confirming a contact is created as per the
masterkube code.
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List of Contacts

Contacts that are created are shown as a set of buttons on the screen. Each of this
button is a contact. The user can navigate after selecting a button. On selecting a
contact it goes to the actions screen.

Contact Actions

On selecting a contact. It shows the list of actions for that contact. In this case it is the
Edit and Delete action.

On selecting the delete action the delete is done on edit the edit portion of the
masterKube code is run.
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Experience the behavior as REST name spaces
Each action that is written in MasterKube is exposed as service. This service is exposed
as REST name spaces. These interactions are given below:
When a request is posted as given in the picture below, MasterKube will respond with
all process instances for that. So in this case the request was to show all contact
instances and the system responded with a list of contacts.

If the url that is responded back is send as a request then it gives a list of all actions for
this agent. The request response is given below:
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More detail of an action can be received by requesting a request for a particular action.

As you can see, an action also gives its values. An edit can be made permenant in the
server by pushing all this as an interaction by a http post. Delete is empty and on
sending the URL, it will do the Delete portion on MasterKube thereby eliminating the
observablity of this agent.

Steps to create Contact Process – Mobile Client.
The mobile also talks to MasterKube server on stateless http requests and responses.
Check list

To write your first process you will need the following.
a) MasterKube system loaded with the server process code.
b) Sencha touch library
c) Browser preferably chrome.
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Code snippet which makes the masterKube connection.

/**
*This is the Snippet how we connect to MasterKube Backend Url's to ExtJs frontend
*
*/
SaveForm:function(formpanel,action)
{
if(action=='Save')
{
/*
*The Below Line is the code which maps the EDIT & DELETE request for a contact to a url that is published by
MasterKube server.
*/

var urlView=Ext.getCmp('url').getValue().split("/");
var mainUrl='http://localhost:8080/MasterKubeApplication/MasterKube/general/masterkube/Contacts/'+urlView[8]+'/Edit';
}
else if(action=='Delete')
{

var urlView=Ext.getCmp('url').getValue().split("/");
var mainUrl='http://localhost:8080/MasterKubeApplication/MasterKube/general/masterkube/Contacts/'+urlView[8]+'/Delete';
}
else
{
/*
*The Below Line is the code which maps the ADD request for a contact to a url that is published by MasterKube server.
*/

var username=Ext.getCmp('url').getValue().split("/");
var mainUrl='http://localhost:8080/MasterKubeApplication/MasterKube/general/masterkube/User/'+username+'/Add';

}
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/*
*Then we just do a ajax post with the neccesary Parameters to complete the action
*/
Ext.Ajax.request({
url:mainUrl,

scope: this,
success: function(response,options) {
response.responseXML = (new
DOMParser).parseFromString(response.responseText,'text/xml');
var records =
Ext.DomQuery.select(this.rRecordElem,response.responseXML);
var urlToCall=records[0].textContent.trim();
var askURI = urlToCall.split("/");
var defParams = {
ask:true,
Process:askURI[7],
askProcessValue:askURI[7],
pid:askURI[8],
askPidValue:askURI[8],
askActionValue:askURI[9],
Action:askURI[9],
askId:askURI[10],
MainPageLink:askURI[1],
domain:askURI[6]
};
var formValues = formpanel.getValues();
for (var fattrname in formValues) {

defParams[fattrname] = formValues[fattrname];
}
Ext.Ajax.request({
/**
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* Url to call for submitting the ask form
*/
url:"http://localhost:8080/MasterKubeApplication/action/submitPayLoadService.jsp",
method:'GET',
/**
* When the defparams is properly constructed,
use it instead of the
* gridForm.getStore().getAt(0).data for the params
attribute
* This one currently sends only the grid data.
* You can see this in the firebug POST call
*/
params:defParams,
reader:{
type:'xml',
root:"Data"

},

success:function(response){

var subResp =
Ext.decode(response.responseText);
if(subResp.success){

formpanel.reset();

Ext.getCmp('tab').setActiveItem(0);
}

},
failure:function(response){
alert('failure');
}
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});

},
failure:function(response,options)
{
Ext.Msg.alert('Unable To Fetch')
}
});

},

Final Experience.
The final mobile experience is as follows:

Contact List
On sign on the list of contacts are shown in a list.
This is read by reading the edit action. The user
can either press the Add button or they can select
a contact to either Delete or edit the contact .
On selecting the add button it goes to the Add
panel. On selecting a contact it can be either
deleted or edited in the next screen.
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Add Contact
On pressing the Add button this new contact is painted. After entering all the information
new and on pressing the Add button, the ADD url is
fired to create the new contact.

Edit/Delete Contact.
On selecting a contact, the edit/delete contact screen is displayed. It has both the save
and delete button. On pressing the save button the Edit URL is posted. On pressing the
delete button the delete url is posted. Depending on the
code specified in the back end the MasterKube server
will respond back with appropriate URL’s when Delete
is pressed no URL are presented back.

